As of September 2016,
CustomFit can’t change
the stitch pattern of
a sweater part-way
through. But you can
use CustomFit to
make your own Tidal
Pool with just a
bit of work!

TIDAL POOL
MASHUP WORKSHEET

TIDAL POOL BY AMY HERZOG
WHAT’S A MASH-UP?

SHOWN IN

CustomFit can’t do everything! Some of my designs, like Tidal
Pool, can’t be built directly into CustomFit.

Rosy Green Wool Cheeky
Merino Joy in “Isar Pebble”

Mash-up worksheets help you use CustomFit to get as close as
possible to a custom version of a sweater that’s not built directly
into the site. They work like this:

SWATCHING

1. Make sure you have a CustomFit measurement set, and
swatch as described here to get your custom gauge.
2. Generate a CustomFit pattern via the “Build Your Own”
pattern wizard, using the choices listed; this costs $9.99.
3. While you follow your CustomFit pattern, also follow any
special instructions for the piece you’re knitting, at the
same time. This means you’re following 2 files as you knit!

please swatch in St st
use a sport weight yarn

NOTIONS
Stitch markers, stitch
holder, darning needle

OVERVIEW

BACK SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Tidal Pool is a very simple A-line pullover to which
textured stitch patterning has been added. It is
extremely simple to reproduce using CustomFit
- you’ll simply switch both the front and back to
the texture pattern 2’’ (5 cm) before the armhole
shaping, and continue in Texture to the end of the
piece.

Work as described in your CustomFit pattern until
your piece measures 2’’ (5 cm) before the
armhole shaping.

BUILD YOUR OWN CHOICES
Once you’ve swatched and entered your
measurements into CustomFit, create your
starting pattern by going to the “Build Your Own
Pattern” wizard at
https://customfit.makewearlove.com/design/custom/

Please use these choices:

•
•

Switch all stitches to Texture Chart, repeating
vertically as necessary, to end of piece.

FRONT SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Work as described in your CustomFit pattern until
your piece measures 2’’ (5 cm) before the
armhole shaping.
Work 2 rows in Seed Stitch.
Switch all stitches to Texture Chart, repeating
vertically as necessary, to end of piece.

SLEEVES SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Silhouette: A-line
Construction: Sleeved Pullover

Neckline:

•
•
•
•
•

Work 2 rows in Seed Stitch.

shape: scoop
width: average
depth: .5’’ (1.5 cm) above armhole
edge height: .75’’ (2 cm)
edge stitch: 2x2 ribbing

None - work as specified in your CustomFit
pattern.

FINISHING SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS
None - work as specified in your CustomFit
pattern.

Sleeves:

•
•
•
•

length: 3/4
shape: tapered
edge height: 1’’ (2.5 cm)
edge stitch: 2x2 ribbing

Hem:

•
•
•

length: long
edge height: .75’’ (2 cm)
edge stitch: 2x2 ribbing

After entering in these choices, if you’d like to
ensure the a-line shaping is very slight, click
“customize fit specifics” and confirm that the hip
measurement gives you around 6’’ (15.25 cm) of
positive ease.
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ABOUT AMY
Amy Herzog loves helping knitters create garments they love to wear.
She is the author of Knit to Flatter, Knit Wear
Love, and You Can Knit That (STC Craft), and is
the creator of the CustomFit custom sweater
pattern generator and the Knitter’s Toolbox app
of handy knitting calculators.
She teaches across the country and on Craftsy.com, and has appeared on American Public
Television’s “Knit and Crochet Now”. Her designs
have been published in Rowan, Interweave Knits,
Knitscene, Twist Collective, and more.
Learn more at www.amyherzogdesigns.com.
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